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Abstract: Intensity diffraction tomography (IDT) provides quantitative, volumetric refractive
index reconstructions of unlabeled biological samples from intensity-only measurements. IDT is
scanless and easily implemented in standard optical microscopes using an LED array but suffers
from large data requirements and slow acquisition speeds. Here, we develop multiplexed IDT
(mIDT), a coded illumination framework providing high volume-rate IDT for evaluating dynamic
biological samples. mIDT combines illuminations from an LED grid using physical model-based
design choices to improve acquisition rates and reduce dataset size with minimal loss to resolution
and reconstruction quality. We analyze the optimal design scheme with our mIDT framework
in simulation using the reconstruction error compared to conventional IDT and theoretical
acquisition speed. With the optimally determined mIDT scheme, we achieve hardware-limited
4Hz acquisition rates enabling 3D refractive index distribution recovery on live Caenorhabditis
elegans worms and embryos as well as epithelial buccal cells. Our mIDT architecture provides
a 60× speed improvement over conventional IDT and is robust across different illumination
hardware designs, making it an easily adoptable imaging tool for volumetrically quantifying
biological samples in their natural state.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Quantitative Phase Imaging (QPI) modalities have become increasingly valuable for the biological
research community [1,2]. These techniques recover the sample’s morphological features without
dyes or fluorescent labels using scatter-based measurements and inverse scattering physical
models [1]. Tomographic QPI [2] approaches are particularly advantageous because they
recover cellular and subcellular 3D morphometric features relevant for immuno-oncology
[3], cytopathology [4], stem cell research [5], and numerous other fields [6,7]. Recovering
this structural information without labels is ideal for live sample imaging where the object
of interest can be studied in more native environments. Because live samples are typically
dynamic, tomographic QPI systems require fast acquisition rates to prevent motion artifacts
from deteriorating image quality. Interferometric-based techniques have achieved high-speed
acquisition [4,5,8–10] but require expensive optical hardware limiting their widespread adoption
in biological research. Alternatively, intensity-based QPI methods have shown excellent 3D QPI
[11–13] using easily-implementable optical setups [13]. These techniques typically implement
sample scanning [11,14–16], sample rotation [17], or diverse illumination [12,13] for tomographic
imaging at the cost of temporal resolution. One such technique, Intensity Diffraction Tomography
(IDT), implements linear tomographic QPI reconstruction in a scan-free setup using diverse
illumination from hundreds of LEDs on a rectangular LED array [13]. This large dataset requires
tens of seconds for a single measurement preventing this simple optical setup from evaluating
living biological specimens. Here, we propose multiplexed intensity diffraction tomography
(mIDT) combining multiple illuminations following model-based design choices to achieve high
volume-rate recovery of living biological sample morphology.
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One intensity-based technique already providing high-speed QPI measurements is differential
phase contrast microscopy (DPC) [18]. This technique uses asymmetric illumination pairs to
recover the object’s phase gradient for quantitative phase recovery [18–20]. This technique
only requires two to four images [18,21], enabling QPI over large fields-of-view at high speeds.
Due to the DPC’s low coherence illumination designs, however, this approach provides poor
quality 3D phase recovery unless additional images are taken with through-focus object scanning
[11]. Furthermore, these methods still sacrifice temporal resolution for volumetric recovery. By
multiplexing illuminations following the linear IDT model in [13], our illumination architecture
preserves the object’s 3D information under low spatial coherence conditions and reduces the
image number and system exposure time for high volume-rate IDT.
Designed illumination schemes for QPI have been previously explored in numerous modalities
including Fourier Ptychography [22–24] and DPC [21,25]. Existing techniques utilize nonlinear
optimization [22,23], learned illumination designs [21,24,25], and multi-spectral systems [26,27]
to pattern the illumination for maximized object information in reduced dataset sizes. Significant
work has also incorporated model-based design in DPC to enhance object Fourier coverage
through non-uniform illumination patterning [18,28–30]. These various approaches optimize
Fig. 1. (a) mIDT imaging system composed of an inverted microscope equipped with an
LED array. (b) mIDT reduces both acquisition speeds and image numbers. (c) Example
mIDT (Nm = 6,L = 16) intensity images (top) and spectra (bottom) for a live C. elegans
worm . (d) Example mIDT real and imaginary TFs across multiple depths. (e) Real and
imaginary refractive index reconstructions and depth-coded projections of live C. elegans
worm volumetric reconstructions, demonstrating minimal motion artifacts across a 1-minute
acquisition period.
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2D object information recovery instead of volumetric objects and may not translate to IDT and
other tomographic QPI approaches. Our approach uses illumination design constraints based on
IDT’s physical model for achieving high-speed IDT with minimal reconstruction artifacts. This
method maintains the system’s resolution, complex object recovery, and volumetric reconstruction
capabilities in a design adoptable for any microscope with a programmable source array.
Our work presents the multiplexed Intensity Diffraction Tomography (mIDT) illumination
scheme for real-time biological sample imaging (Fig. 1). We designed our mIDT model from the
linear IDT model in [13] and optimize the illumination by balancing the multiplexed system’s
Fourier weight distribution, akin tominimizing the condition number of the underlying system. We
utilize illumination downsampling, Poisson disk random sampling [31], and geometric constraints
to achieve hardware-limited 4Hz acquisition rates with minimal reductions in reconstruction
quality (Fig. 1(b)–(d)). For directly comparing our multiplexed designs with conventional IDT
without introducing significant human error, we derive a semi-automated recipe for selecting
the Tikhonov regularization parameter based on the mIDT scheme’s image and multiplexed
illumination numbers. Using low multiplexing, highly downsampled mIDT schemes, we recover
quantitative volumetric reconstructions of living Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) worms
(Fig. 1(e)), C. elegans embryos, and epithelial buccal cells. Our mIDT scheme provides an
illumination design framework applicable to any diverse illumination source enabling high-speed
acquisition with minimal loss to reconstruction quality for dynamic sample imaging.
2. Theory
2.1. mIDT forward model
We consider the first Born approximation derived IDT linear model [13] when designing our
illumination patterns. This model recovers the object’s 3D complex permittivity contrast as a
series of independent 2D slices from intensity images taken under oblique illumination. Following
image normalization and background-subtraction, the intensity spectra Î for a single image under
oblique plane wave illumination with lateral spatial frequency ui has the form
Î(u|ui) =
Nz−1∑
q=0
[
Hre(u, q|ui)∆̂ re(u, q) + Him(u, q|ui)∆̂ im(u, q)
]
, (1)
where ∆̂ re and ∆̂ im are the real and imaginary permittivity contrast spectra, respectively; u
denotes the object’s lateral spatial frequency; q indexes the discretized object slice along z; andHre
andHim are the transfer functions (TFs) for the real and imaginary permittivity, respectively. When
multiplexing, we assume each LED in our array (Fig. 1(a)–(b)) is monochromatic and is mutually
incoherent between LEDs. For the lth mIDTmeasurement, the intensity is the linear superposition
of simultaneously illuminated single-LED intensities indexed by m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,Nlm}. We can
represent the normalized, background-subtracted intensity spectra as
Îl(u|Nlm) =
Nz−1∑
q=0
{
Hre,l(u, q|Nlm)∆̂ re(u, q) + Him,l(u, q|Nlm)∆̂ im(u, q)
}
. (2)
where the multiplexed TF is the sum of the corresponding single-LED TFs due to linearity:
Hre(im),l(u, q|Nlm) =
Nlm∑
m=1
Hre(im),l(u, q|um). (3)
This summation is critical due to the TF characteristics described by Eqs. (7a) and (7b) in
Appendix A. Under oblique illumination, the resulting translated pupil enlarges the Fourier
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coverage following the synthetic aperture principle and reduces overlap between the two circular
Fourier regions (Fig. 1(c)–(d)). These factors improve the reconstructed resolution to the
incoherent limit and prevent the loss of object phase information from overlapping regions of
the asymmetric phase TF [13], respectively. Furthermore, the q-dependent exponential term
allows volumetric recovery by accounting for the propagation from defocused object regions
(Fig. 1(d)). Without considering these factors, the TF overlap from excessive multiplexing or
improperly chosen LEDs can result in poor resolution, phase information loss (Fig. 2(b), [13]),
and low coherence limiting 3D recovery. This overlap is unavoidable when multiplexing, so the
illumination designs across the full mIDT measurement must be jointly considered to maintain
the object’s information. In Appendix A, we rewrite the mIDT forward model in its matrix form
and use both the individual TF behavior and the overall system TF to determine the optimal
mIDT designs.
Fig. 2. (a) The in-focus weight distributionW[0] of conventional IDT, Annular illumination
IDT, and downsampled annular illumination TFswithoutmultiplexing. Removing LEDs from
the grid provides equivalent Fourier coverage while reducing the number of images required
for IDT. (b) The real and imaginary TF behavior for multiplexed symmetric (top) and non-
symmetric (bottom) illuminations. The loss of phase information for symmetric illumination
necessitates geometric illumination constraints to maximize the object’s recovered phase.
(c) The weight distribution and VMSE comparison of mIDT designs using pseudorandom
and poisson disk random sampling for LED selection. Poisson disk sampling provides
equivalent or lower VMSE to pseudorandom sampling because it reduces TF overlap by
spatially separating multiplexed illuminations.
2.2. mIDT illumination scheme design
Our multiplexing scheme considers two categories for illumination design: 1) the multiplexed TF,
and 2) the single-LED TF characteristics. From the multiplexed TF, we develop a custom metric
evaluating the Fourier space weighting within the 3D bandwidth to ensure uniform coverage.
The metric is derived by applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) to the multiplexed
system to obtain a weight distribution W[q] for every axial slice, as detailed in Appendix B. An
example of this distribution for the standard IDT is shown in Fig. 2(a). We preserve this weight
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distribution when selecting multiplexed illumination designs using the metric
D = max
∑Nz
q=1 tr(W[q] ≥ α)∑Nz
q=1 tr(W[q]<α)
, (4)
where tr(·) takes the trace of a matrix and α is a thresholding parameter. Essentially, D optimizes
the system TFs to provide weight distributions above the threshold α for all available spatial
frequencies. The ideal αmatches the system’s Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) to prevent information
loss. In practice, this value is unknown and dependent on both the system and signal. Because
the signal must maintain weak scattering conditions for the IDT model’s validity, the signal
strength is limited and the dominant control for α results from the system noise. This parameter
requires manual testing to find optimal α values for each imaging system using mIDT. Because
this metric is non-differentiable, we implement a random search procedure through the available
LED combinations with a fixed number of 100 realizations to determine the illumination pattern
that maximizes D.
With this random search, we implement model-based design constraints on the available
illuminations for each multiplexed image. First, we remove low angle illuminations with NA≤ 0.3
(Fig. 2(a)) because they provide minimal phase information. Second, we downsample the total
available LED grid (Fig. 2(a)) to remove redundant Fourier coverage. Next, we geometrically
restrict the available LEDs in each image to one quadrant of the Fourier space to prevent
symmetric illumination multiplexing from cancelling out object phase information [21,23]. This
behavior is highlighted in Fig. 2(b). Finally, we implement Poisson disk random sampling to
enforce spatial separation between the remaining multiplexed LEDs [31]. This constraint reduces
TF overlap and helps preserve the propagation phase for higher quality volumetric object recovery.
We show this improvement in Fig. 2(c), where mIDT designs using poisson disk sampling show
lower Volumetric Mean-Squared Error (VMSE) object reconstructions compared to conventional
IDT than designs using pseudorandom LED sampling. More details on the multiplexing design
are discussed in Appendix B.
2.3. Regularization with mIDT
For direct comparison of mIDT designs with conventional IDT, we evaluate their reconstruction
quality based on Tikhonov regularization:
∆ re(r) = F −1
{
1
T
[( L∑
l=1
Him,l2 + τim) ( L∑
l=1
H∗re,l̂Il
)
−
( L∑
l=1
H∗re,lHim,l
) ( L∑
l=1
H∗im,l̂Il
)]}
(5a)
∆ im(r) = F −1
{
1
T
[( L∑
l=1
Hre,l2 + τre) ( L∑
l=1
H∗im,l̂Il
)
−
( L∑
l=1
H∗im,lHre,l
) ( L∑
l=1
H∗re,l̂Il
)]}
(5b)
where T =
( ∑L
l=1 |Hre,l |2 + τre
) ( ∑L
l=1 |Him,l |2 + τim
) − ( ∑Ll=1 Hre,lH∗im,l) ( ∑Ll=1 H∗re,lHim,l) and F −1
denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Of particular importance for comparison is the choice of
regularization parameters τre and τim. The value of τ relates directly to the measurement SNR
and depends both on the scattered signal and measurement noise [32]. Since the SNR is never
known exactly, selecting the appropriate τ requires manually judging reconstructions using a
range of regularization values, and an incorrect choice can artificially alter the recovered object.
To prevent user error when comparing mIDT designs, we investigate the relation between τ,
the multiplexed illumination quantity Nm, and the image number L to automatically select the
regularization for each simulated mIDT design.
To determine the optimal τ, we evaluate the signal SNR behavior undermultiplexed illumination
and multi-image conditions following the Wiener deconvolution analysis [32]. In Appendix
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C, we derive the relation for calculating the mIDT regularization given the conventional IDT
regularization γ:
τ = Lγ/Nm (6)
and use this relation for automatically regularizing mIDT measurements for comparison.
3. Results
3.1. Optimal multiplexed illumination
We now evaluate mIDT designs for the optimal combination of illumination multiplexing, image
number, and acquisition speed for high volume-rate mIDT. We consider the visual volumetric
object reconstruction, the VMSE compared to conventional IDT, and the theoretical acquisition
speed for finding the optimal design. Each mIDT design is simulated using conventional IDT
measurements of a ∼ 110 × 120 × 40µm3 diatom biological structure fixed in glycerin (n = 1.47).
For the reconstruction, we use the regularization from Eq. (6) allowing for direct comparison
across mIDT designs.
Figure 3 highlights the key factors of our evaluation. For non-multiplexed, downsampled
illumination schemes, we observe the real permittivity contrast depth-coded projection (Fig. 3(a),
rows) and VMSEs (Fig. 3(b)) provide low error compared to conventional IDT. Reconstruction
artifacts become significant, however, with the introduction of multiplexing (Fig. 3(a), columns).
We attribute these artifacts to the system point-spread function (PSF) under multiplexed conditions.
Our multiplexed illumination designs attempt to generate uniform weight distribution over the
recovered object bandwidth, but the TF overlap between different illuminations creates uneven
distributions in the system TF (Fig. 2(b)–(c)). The resulting non-uniform system PSF from this
result creates object-dependent structural artifacts and corrupts the reconstruction quality. This
is evident in the blurry mIDT reconstructions shown in Fig. 3.
This degradation from the PSF, however, still provides lower VMSE when multiplexing without
downsampling (Fig. 3(b)). With more images, the patterned system TF becomes smoothed out
and reduces these artifacts. The most significant degradation occurs when both downsampling
and multiplexing are implemented in mIDT. These results suggest the best mIDT reconstructions
result providing the fastest acquisition speeds result from measurements using sparse illumination
with minimal multiplexing.
3.2. Multiplexed vs. conventional IDT
Based on our simulations, we evaluated whether multiplexing itself is necessary. The large
illumination quantity and long exposure time of 30-40ms required for conventional IDT in our
setup initially motivated the use of multiplexed illumination. The artifacts introduced through
mIDT, however, may provide larger VMSE than conventional IDT measurements using fewer
LEDs at a lower SNR. To investigate this case, we compared IDT and mIDT under equivalent
theoretical acquisition speeds using downsampled illumination grids with shorter exposure times.
For these measurements, we used our experimental setup (Fig. 1(a)) consisting of a Nikon TE
2000-U microscope equipped with a custom programmable 632nm LED array [23]; a 0.65NA,
40x objective (Nikon, MRL00402), and an sCMOS camera (PCO.Edge 5.5). In all cases, we
evaluated the same diatom sample discussed in the prior section. For conventional IDT, we used
the previously evaluated L=96 illumination case and an annular illumination design using high
NA illuminations (NA=0.575) inspired by the work of Li et al. [33]. These choices consider
whether many low SNR measurements or a few high SNR, high NA illuminations provide better
conventional IDT reconstructions, respectively. We acquired multiple IDT measurements under
different exposure times to match the theoretical acquisition speeds of the Nm = 3,L = 32,
Nm = 6, L = 32, and Nm = 6, L = 16 mIDT measurements at 2Hz, 4.7Hz, and 9.5Hz, respectively.
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Fig. 3. (a) Depth-coded projections of conventional IDT (Upper Left) reconstructions
compared with various mIDT designs. Each row is fixed with a specific multiplexing
value and each column has a fixed downsampled LED grid. Downsampling without
multiplexing preserves the reconstruction quality while multiplexing illuminations increases
the reconstruction artifacts. (b) Volumetric mean-square errors (VMSEs) of mIDT designs
using different downsampling andmultiplexing conditions and their corresponding theoretical
acquisition speed. Each mIDT case is compared to the conventional IDT reconstruction.
The results show multiplexing and downsampling are necessary to achieve a theoretical
10Hz acquisition rate with our hardware setup.
We also acquired L=384 conventional IDT measurements for our reference object and mIDT
measurements to compare the visual reconstruction quality and VMSE.
The results from this experiment are presented in Fig. 4. We show the depth-coded projections
(Left) from each reconstruction on a fixed scale and the real VMSE (Right) as a function of the
measurement SNR. We estimate the SNR as the average standard deviation ratio between the
signal and background (σsig/σbk) over all illuminations, where σsig = σimage − σbk denotes the
standard deviation difference between the entire image and a blank image region. In agreement
with our simulation, the L = 96 conventional IDT case shows the lowest VMSE under standard
exposure times Fig. 4, Right) but loses reconstruction quality with decreasing SNR. This case
matches our expectations for noise-limited IDT measurements where the quality reduces with
additional system noise. The mIDT measurements exhibit the next lowest error, followed by a
counter-intuitive VMSE increase with longer exposure times for the L = 16 case. This behavior
can be better understood from the depth-coded projections (Fig. 4, Left). Both the L = 16
and mIDT measurements generate structural artifacts in their reconstruction due to their sparse
illuminations creating patterned weight distributions for the system TF (Fig. 2). Because these
cases maintain higher SNR with longer exposure times, they recover higher contrast object
features better matching the L = 384 conventional IDT case but also amplify these artifacts.
This is particularly evident for the L = 16 case’s star-shaped reconstructions and VMSE trend.
The end result is a trade-off between slow, noise-limited conventional IDT measurements and
fast measurements with object-dependent structural noise. For imaging dynamic samples,
these results indicate the best solution is a high-speed illumination source without significant
downsampling or multiplexing.
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Fig. 4. Depth-Coded Projections (Left) and Volumetric Mean-Square errors (Right) for
conventional IDT and mIDT measurements under different SNR conditions. The Nm =
1, L = 96 case shows noise-limited reconstruction quality with increasingly underestimated
object permittivity while both the mIDT and Nm = 1,L = 16 show higher contrast, better
permittivity recovery with object-dependent structural artifacts. These artifacts cause the
VMSE to increase with longer exposure times.
Physical system constraints unfortunately make this optimal condition difficult. The system
utilized here is fundamentally limited by the LED Array’s 60Hz refresh rate. Regardless of
exposure time and camera acquisition speed, this system can only acquire images with six different
illumination patterns for achieving 10Hz live sample imaging. This large reduction in image
quantity would result in significant VMSE from the system’s uneven weight distribution. To
achieve high-speed imaging with the lowest available VMSE, we are thus limited by our system
constraints to mIDT measurements with large Nm and small L. For the following experiments,
we use an mIDT design with Nm = 6 and L = 16 for an acquisition rate of 4Hz. Despite larger
error and slower acquisition speeds, we show quantitative recovery of bacterial, cellular, and
tissue 3D structure on living organisms using mIDT.
3.3. Static object reconstructions with mIDT
We first compare mIDT with phase contrast microscopy (PhC) and conventional IDT on fixed
biological samples. This step experimentally validates whether our mIDT design provides
adequate volumetric object reconstructions without introducing severe artifacts. To provide
ground-truth phase information in the sample volume, we acquire a stack of axially-scanned
PhC images on epithelial buccal cells in aqueous media. We subsequently capture mIDT and
conventional IDT measurements at a fixed axial plane and reconstruct the object to compare with
PhC over the volume. The PhC objective used here matched the magnification and NA of our
IDT objective. These results are shown in Fig. 5. Both IDT and mIDT recover the same features
as PhC across the defocus planes. Due to the specific PhC objective used for this measurement,
the corresponding phase features are inverted compared to IDT and mIDT. As expected from
simulation, mIDT provides reduced quality reconstructions compared to conventional IDT from
the use of multiplexed illumination. However, mIDT has a much faster acquisition speeds of 0.2s
compared to conventional IDT at 12s and the axially-scanning PhC measurements at 40min. This
trade-off between speed and reconstruction quality makes mIDT advantageous for live sample
imaging where IDT’s slow acquisition speed will generate significant motion artifacts. These
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artifacts increase the reconstruction error in conventional IDT beyond that seen in mIDT. We
show this improvement with mIDT on living C. elegans worms and embryos as well as epithelial
buccal cell specimens.
Fig. 5. Comparison of Phase Contrast (Top), conventional IDT (Middle), and mIDT
(Bottom) measurements on two epithelial buccal cells. The phase contrast measurements
show inverted phase information compared to IDT. mIDT recovers identical features to PhC
and conventional IDT across different depths but includes slightly more artifacts as discussed
in the main text.
3.4. Dynamic object reconstructions with mIDT
We show the high-volume rate imaging capabilities of mIDT on a C. elegans worm in Fig. 1(e),
6, and in Visualization 1. mIDT’s large Field-of-View (FOV) simultaneously recovers the
worm’s pharynx, pharyngeal bulbs, and intestine (Fig. 6(a)) as well as high-resolution tissue
features across multiple depths (Fig. 6(b)). In particular, mIDT captures fine-details including
granular structures (Fig. 6, red arrows), the worm’s grinder (Fig. 6(b), white arrow), and the
pharyngeal-intestinal valve (Fig. 6, white box). The worm’s wall muscles (Fig. 6, white bracket)
and intestinal tract (Fig. 6, red bracket) are also visible across multiple depths. With mIDT’s
high-speed acquisition, we can monitor these 3D features in time (Fig. 6(c), Visualization 1)
and observe external organisms, such as bacteria (Fig. 6(c), blue arrows), interact with the
worm. mIDT’s larger reconstruction error does appear more prominently with increasing defocus
(Fig. 6(b)–(c)), but lipid droplets and other features are still apparent at these depths. These
results highlight the potential utility of mIDT as an easily implementable tool for evaluating 3D
morphology and multicellular organism response to its environment and external variables.
We note here that motion artifacts still occur with our mIDT design under periods of rapid C.
elegans motion in Visualization 1. Our system is hardware-limited by the LED array’s 60Hz
refresh rate to 4Hz acquisition rates and thus is too slow for rapidly moving living samples. This
problem solvable with the use of faster LED arrays, which we hope to investigate in future work.
We further show the utility of mIDT for embryogenesis using C. elegans embryos (Fig. 7,
Visualization 2). Using our mIDT design, we recover the volumetric morphology of two embryos
in the three-fold (red arrow) and quickening (orange arrow) stages of development. mIDT easily
resolves developing tissues including the worm’s buccal cavity (Fig. 7, white box) and evaluates
a cross-section of the worm’s intestine (Fig. 7, blue box). A native bacteria (Fig. 7, blue arrow) is
also capture at a defocus plane with mIDT. Our mIDT architecture’s high-speed acquisition rate
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Fig. 6. (a) Full-field refractive index reconstruction of a live C. elegans worm at the in-focus
plane at time T = 0s. The full video of the reconstruction is provided in Visualization 1.
(b) Outsets at T = 0s of the live worm across multiple depths. The markers highlight the
following structures: lipid droplets and granular structures (red arrows), the grinder (white
arrow), The pharyngeal-intestinal valve (white box), the intestinal tract (red bar), and wall
muscle (white bar). mIDT reconstruction artifacts are more prominent at defocused slice
reconstructions, but some structures are still recoverable. (c) Time lapse images of the C.
elegans worm moving through outset regions at Z = 0µm (Top), Z = 6µm (Middle), and
depth projections (Bottom) through the object volume. Lipid droplets (red arrows) and
external native bacteria (blue arrows) are highlighted showing finely detailed features are
captured with mIDT. The variouss in the depth projection show tissues and bacteria are
recovered across the reconstructed volume.
enables longitudinal monitoring of the embryo development, which shows significant promise
for this technique in developmental biology applications.
mIDT also shows promise for bacteria-cell interactions as shown in Fig. 8 and Visualization
3. Live epithelial buccal cells are evaluated in saliva and temporal projections show 3D native
bacteria motion throughout the measurement (Fig. 8(a)). We observe diplococci bacteria, likely
native Escherichia coli, interacting near the cells (Fig. 8(b)) as well as an unknown bacterial
cluster moving within a membrane (Fig. 8(b)). A feature within this cluster is highlighted with
a red arrow. Furthermore, we can track bacterial movement in 3D as shown in the maximum
intensity projections of our temporally coded reconstructions (Fig. 8(c)). mIDT provides
quantitative volumetric information on both cells and bacteria that could be used for tracking,
cell-bacteria interaction studies, and numerous other applications. These results show mIDT is
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Fig. 7. (Top) In-focus refractive index reconstruction of C. elegans embryo temporal
measurement and (Bottom) depth-coded projections of volumetric reconstruction. The full
video of the reconstruction is provided in Visualization 2. mIDT’s reconstruction quality
enables the identification of the embryos in the three-fold (red arrow) and quickening (orange
arrow) development stages. Individual developing tissues including the buccal cavity (white
box), intestine (blue box), and native bacteria (blue arrow) are clearly recovered with mIDT.
highly promising for cytopathology and immunological research fields where these interactions
are critical to understanding disease propagation and infection.
4. Discussion
Quantitative phase image modalities provide a unique platform for evaluating the morphology
of biological specimens in their natural state. Acquiring data in native environments quickly
becomes difficult because high-speed, large FOV volumetric imaging with adequate resolution is
required to capture dynamic biological samples. These parameters typically requires expensive
setups or sample fixation to evaluate the object without motion artifacts. mIDT removes this
limitations in an easily-implementable, scan-free imaging system. Our model-based illumination
design maximized the recovered object bandwidth within each image and minimized redundant
sample information and phase information loss. From these designs, we achieved reconstructions
with minimal quality loss at near real-time acquisition rates. We validated the reconstruction
quality against both conventional IDT and PhC systems and showed its utility on dynamic samples
including C. elegans worms, embryos, and epithelial buccal cell samples. This modality provides
a straight-forward, easily accessible tool for wide-spread biological research applications.
Our mIDT design could be significantly improved with specializing the illumination design.
Our evaluation of mIDT designs suggests the optimal reconstruction quality is achieved from
highly downsampled illumination gridswith nomultiplexing. This result suggests that specializing
the illumination hardware to use a few high power, high NA illuminations to capture the object’s
information at maximum object bandwidth would improve the reconstruction quality and provide
high-speed imaging. We showed this approach is successful in a separate high volume-rate IDT
paper [33]. This work utilized a specialized annular LED arrays providing angles matching the
objective NA. This choice enhanced the object bandwidth and reduced TF overlap to provide
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Fig. 8. (a) Temporally-coded in-focus reconstruction of epithelial buccal cells and native
bacteria. The volumetric reconstruction cross-sections capture moving bacteria across
multiple depths. The full video of the reconstruction is provided in Visualization 3. (b)
The refractive index reconstructions of diplococci bacteria (left) and a native bacterial
cluster (right) across a one minute acquisition period. Both outsets show bacteria motion is
quantitatively captured without artifacts using mIDT. The red arrow highlights a dynamic
feature of the native bacterial cluster. (c) Maximum intensity projections of temporally
encoded refractive index volume reconstructions of a single bacteria. The cross-sections
recover 3D particle motion across multiple axial planes during the measurement highlighting
mIDT’s potential for particle tracking.
high-quality reconstructions from 8 illuminations with even weighting distributions for the system
TF. Specializing the illumination hardware is not always advantageous, however, when multi-
modal illuminations are required. Using generic square LED arrays enables other microscopy
techniques, such as Darkfield [34], Fourier Ptychography [22,23,35] and Differential Phase
Contrast [18], that can be advantageous for numerous research applications. Our mIDT design
only modifies the illumination pattern and thus provides a flexible alternative approach to achieve
high volume-rate IDT.
Another factor of consideration in our design is the procedure used for LED design selection.
Our SVD-based metric is non-differentiable and thus requires search-based procedures to find
optimal LED combinations. As specific illumination designs will be system-dependent, the
optimal illumination choice requires significant computation time. To conserve time, we limit
this search to 100 realizations and provide adequate reconstruction quality (Fig. 3) despite not
achieving a true optimal mIDT design. To further improve the results, learning based illumination
designs [21,24] and phase recovery [36–39] may be a fruitful area of future research.
Finally, mIDT’s reconstruction quality and robustness to large biological structures could be
improved by considering multiple-scattering. mIDT’s underlying physical model relies on the
first Born approximation [13] and thus is limited to weakly scattering structures. This limitation
creates a trade-off between the object’s refractive index contrast and overall height to provide
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an accurate reconstruction. Both model-based [12,40–44] and machine learning-based [45–48]
approaches have shown excellent results in extracting useful information from multiple scattering.
We will expand mIDT to consider multiple-scattering in future work following these methods.
Appendix A: mIDT forward model in matrix form
For a given axial slice q, the real and imaginary TFs for a single-LED plane wave illumination
have the following form (adapted from [13])
Hre(u, q|ui) = j
k20
2
S(ui)P(ui)
{
P(u − ui)e
−j[η(u−ui)−η(ui)]q∆z
η(u − ui) − P(u + ui)
ej[η(u+ui)−η(ui)]q∆z
η(u + ui)
}
, (7a)
Him(u, q|ui) = −
k20
2
S(ui)P(ui)
{
P(u−ui)e
−j[η(u−ui)−η(ui)]q∆z
η(u − ui) +P(u+ui)
ej[η(u+ui)−η(ui)]q∆z
η(u + ui)
}
, (7b)
where k0 is the wavenumber, S the source function, P is the real and symmetric pupil function,
and η is the axial wavevector. Derivation of these TFs may be found in [13].
We consider the full mIDT system using matrix notation. For an N × N × Nz object recovered
using L N ×N-pixel images with Nm unique multiplexed LEDs for each image, the forward model
is represented as
Î = H∆̂ (8)
where Î is an LN2 × 1 vector containing all L intensity spectra, ∆̂ is a 2NzN2 × 1 vector of the
object’s complex permittivity contrast, and H is the system TF composed of an LN2 × 2NzN2
matrix with all real and imaginary multiplexed TFs, respectively. This system TF has the form
H =

Hre[1,N1m] . . . Hre[Nz,N1m] Him[1,N1m] . . . Him[Nz,N1m]
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
Hre[1,NLm] . . . Hre[Nz,NLm] Him[1,NLm] . . . Him[Nz,NLm]

(9)
where Hre[q,Nlm] and Him[q,Nlm] represent the TFs for the lth multiplexed intensity at the qth
axial slice, written in the form of N2 × N2 diagonal matrices. Because our IDT model is derived
from the first Born approximation [13], resulting in independent scattering contribution from
each axial slice, the system TF can be simplified for recovering the qth slice
Hq =

Hre[q,N1m] Him[q,N1m]
...
...
Hre[q,NLm] Him[q,NLm]

. (10)
and allow object recovery slice-by-slice. We apply SVD analysis to this forward model to
optimize illumination patterns for achieving high volume-rate mIDT.
Appendix B: mIDT illumination scheme
Our metric is derived by analyzing the multiplexed TF via SVD. The resulting diagonal matrix
W[q] represents the Fourier weighting for the system TF at slice q for a given mIDT design
W[q] =
( L∑`
=1
Hre[q,N`m]2) · ( L∑`
=1
Him[q,N`m]2)
−
( L∑`
=1
H∗re[q,N`m]Him[q,N`m]
)
·
( L∑`
=1
Hre[q,N`m]H∗im[q,N`m]
)
,
(11)
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where · denotes element-wise multiplication. Notably, this term matches the denominator for
Tikhonov-based reconstruction (in Eq. (5a) and (5b)) and controls the system conditioning for
a single object slice. By optimizing this term for equal Fourier weighting across the available
bandwidth, we improve the inverse problem’s overall stability without sacrificing resolution.
With the constraints and the metric, our final mIDT design procedure follows the approach
described below:
1. Select desired number of illuminations and LED downsampling,
2. Define axial range for evaluating TF weight distributions,
3. Implement poisson disk sampling with model-based constraints,
4. Calculate metric with Eq. (4),
5. Repeat M times and select design with largest value of D.
Appendix C: Derivation and validation of regularization choice for mIDT
To derive our regularization term in Eq. (6), we consider the cost functional for a phase-only
object ∆̂ re as a random field in the presence of additive white gaussian noise ŵ
D = argmin
G`
E
{∆̂ re − L∑`G`̂I`2} (12)
where G` denotes each multiplexed intensity’s transfer function and I` = Hre[q,N`m]∆̂ re + wˆNm .
We assume unit magnitude illumination from each multiplexed plane wave on the sample such
that the reference field intensity has value Nm. Since we normalize the intensity image and
remove this background signal, the noise is reduced by Nm. Applying the gradient over G` and
set it to zero, we obtain the following optimal choice of G` :
G` =
H∗re[q,N`m]∑L
` |Hre[q,N`m]|2 + γNm
(13)
where γ = W/S is the SNR of each single LED illuminated intensity image, given the power
spectral densities of the noiseW and permittivity contrast S, respectively. The value of γ will
vary between each intensity image due to fluctuations in the image-specific SNR, but this global
approximate enables each mIDT scheme’s regularization value to be automatically predicted
from the conventional IDT regularization. This enables semi-automatic regularization choices
and fair comparison across reconstructions using different multiplexing designs.
We validate this predictive τ term through comparison with the manually found τ across
different mIDT conditions shown in Fig. 9. We evaluate τ with fixed multiplexed illumination Nm
and variable image counts L (Fig. 9(a)), variable Nm with fixed L (Fig. 9(b)), and regularization
across different axial reconstructions (Fig. 9(c)). To quantify the reconstruction quality, we
compare the VMSEs for predicted and optimal τ reconstructions with conventional IDT (Fig. 9(d)).
For these predictions, we use γ from manual tuning for the conventional IDT reconstruction.
The manually found τ follows directly proportional and inversely proportional relationships
with L and Nm, respectively, as predicted with our derived τ relationship (Fig. 9(a)–(b)). Our
prediction does not exactly match the manually found τ, but this is expected since both the
predicted and manually found regularization values are inherently based on user-selected values.
We do observe that our predictions are within one order of magnitude of the manual τ which is
acceptable for Tikhonov regularization [32]. We also observe the manual τ value varies within
an order of magnitude across all axial reconstructions, indicating that a fixed regularization
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Fig. 9. Predicted and manually determined Tikhonov regularization values for (a) fixed Nm
and variable L, (b) fixed L and variable Nm, (c) fixed L and Nm with variable defocus, and (d)
VMSEs comparing mIDT and conventional IDT using predicted and manually determined
Tikhonov values. We observe linearly increasing τ with L and linearly decreasing τ with Nm
as predicted from our derivations. Our VMSE is increased with our predictions but are still
considered small for finding optimal mIDT designs.
parameter is viable across all reconstructed slices. Furthermore, the VMSEs show a small
increase in error using the predicted τ for both the real and imaginary permittivity contrast
reconstructions. This error is still an order of magnitude smaller than the error introduced with
mIDT and is considered insignificant. These results indicate our predictive τ choice gives us
a semi-automated approach to uniformly regularizing all mIDT conditions for evaluating our
available mIDT designs.
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